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Description
In case frames are brought back from compression to a different directory temporarily

Associated revisions
Revision c35d695a - 06/22/2017 05:57 AM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5037 forced framepath option

Revision 6b50db7b - 06/22/2017 12:28 PM - Anchi Cheng
refs #5037 forced frame path option in beta

History
#1 - 06/22/2017 12:32 PM - Anchi Cheng
Usage:

add the session frame path that is forced to be used like this:

```bash
--framepath=/your/frame/session/where_movies_are
```

#2 - 06/22/2017 12:35 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from Assigned to In Test
- Assignee changed from Anchi Cheng to William Rice

#3 - 01/22/2018 07:14 PM - Anchi Cheng
- Status changed from In Test to Closed